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Honda City helped make these videos. Adding engine coolant also known as antifreeze to your
Ford Escape is pretty easy. Engine coolant circulates through your engine to keep it cool in the
summer but won't freeze in the winter. Make sure to check your engine when it is cold for an
accurate reading. The video above shows you where the coolant reservoir in your Escape is
located and how to add coolant. Be sure to check your owners manual to determine the correct
type of fluid to add - for Fords, it will typically be in a section titled Fluid Capacities in the back
of your manual. Some coolants will come premixed Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a
warm engine could cause the cap to fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the
reservoir. Always wear safety goggles when working on your Escape. Promptly wipe up any
spilled fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals love its sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount
on your garage floor can end up in the dog's stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily
surface in your coolant, immediately have your mechanic inspect your Escape for head gasket
leakage. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. Transmissions that leak fluid usually have never been flushed and the seal is finally
leaking. The right stop leak product can cure a lot. The rear wiper that you forgot you had until it
streaks horrifically on a rainy day? Change it now! Car companies often use the same engines
in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Dealing
with minor transmission fluid leaks. Replace reverse light. White light when you back up - yup,
they burn out and you can replace them with bright LEDs. Proper jumpstart procedure. Learning
how to jump your car before you need to is an excellent idea. Change a rear wiper blade. See all
videos for the Ford Escape. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Effectively, it contains the starting-up of the new vehicle, repair guidance, strategies,
and preparing for emergencies. Whenever your private Ford has the vehicle upkeep
light-weight, this generally means that you just really need to prepare an oil change. Usually the
glow is still on after servicing by an independent upkeep workshop. Normally, the mechanic
forgets to reset the sunshine once the support. That is just one of a large amount of valuable
tidbits through the essential book. Initial is new car configuration. An unlimited number of
unique configurations are obtainable through owners manual for brand new automobiles, like
the keyless entry audio, delays in lights, the quantity cap for that audio system, and also other
data shows. The educational and adjustment of the alternate options obtainable can enhance
the using expertise. The pinnacle restraints of a car are crucial to prevent wounds to the
whiplash of the neck usually associated with a rear-end collision. Limits must be adequately
substantial to coat the head just above spine. Head restraints for most automobiles are
height-adjustable. Next is plan of upkeep. Your manual contains info regarding when and what
to examine on your own vehicle. That is the guideline, so your neighborhood support shop or
even plant distributor might not endeavor to buy your profit-driven timetable on your own car.
There is also info about elimination of the substitute tire and jack operation. It looks like
something that is easy to operate on when takes place, however it might not operate in the
event you are together a crowded highway making an attempt to substitute a tire for the
duration of a wet night. You better not get this feature, and read the Ford Escape Xlt Owners
Manual PDF alternatively, so that you are ready anytime something like that happens.
Furthermore, you are able to also discover about stress of pneumatics. Newer automobiles
possess a tire pneumatic stress alert plan that signifies a low-pressure tire. Discover the correct
tire stress, how warnings should be interpreted, and exactly how to include stress. Furthermore,
usually keep the correct stress on your own tires. In addition, once the tires have stood down
for 3 or even more hrs inspect the inflation pressures. In a natural way, heat tires could have a
substantial stress. Chevrolet Owners Manual. Prev Article. Next Article. Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest
subscriber survey of Ford Escape owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Covered under warranty". Ford repainted it, at no

charge, and so far it is ok". The paint began to peel off before the rust set in. I take it there for
everything why did they miss it! Tech told me to try to fight for it I lost". Ford won't fix under
warranty. As noted on rear hatch it was also corroded on inside nut corroded on due to window
leak". The vehicle is only 5 years old! The 60 month perforation wty had expired approx. I can
see why this happened. The wheel wells are constructed out of two pieces of painted sheet
metal that are spot welded together. There is no sealant between the metal sheets, drainage
looks minimal trapping dirt and water until it corrodes. This is a poor design and poorly
manufactured. It is clearly designed to fail". Repeatedly took it back to the dealer. Repeatedly
got the runaround from the dealer regarding the rust. Contacted Ford directly. Received no
actual assistance from them. Finally told that complaint was no longer valid because of
warranty had expired". Seems to be a common problem with this vehicle as I see the same rust
pattern and paint peeling on Ford Escapes of the same vintage. And I always check when I see
them in a parking lot. Ford dealer doesn't appear to care. Body shop says Ford worst company
for standing behind their product". Apparently this is a problem with this vehicle given the dual
panel construction. Water gets quite and they rust. It was quite early and repaired". Just about
every Ford Escape or older has the same problem. This shouldn't be happening. I was told
when I bought the Escape that I didn't need to get it rustproofed. It would invalidate my body
warranty. This was extremely bad advice! Every vehicle I bought previously I had it rustproofed.
This resulted in no rust for well over 12 years. When Ford was contacted about the premature
rust, they failed to help at all. My next vehicle will not be a Ford. I haven't seen a single one
without rust spots in those areas. Notice this is a problem with other Escapes of same vintage. I
had a repair shop repair and repaint the damaged areas. They also rust proofed the underside of
the newly repaired areas. I learned this is a common problem for this vehicle after it was paid
off. It would cost more to repair, so it will be driven until inoperable. This should not be
happening on a 6 year old vehicle. Have noticed it on other Escapes also, must be a regular
problem. The car was only 5 years old. I thought that they had rust problems solved. Ford was
unconcerned with the problem and would not help". Huge disappointment". Repair shop said
this was a common problem with ford escapes of that year. It was a bad design. I decided not to
repair. This occurred after 5 years. Rear wheel housing and fender eating thru". Every Escape
from and earlier have the same paint flaking and rust patterns - bottom edge of back lift gate
and around the rear wheel wells. Look around any parking lot and it's obvious that it is a
well-known flaw. I don't like driving a rusty vehicle as it gives the appearance that I did not care
for it properly. I have given great care to this vehicle. A protective rim for the top of the wheel
well would have been a better fix. On the right side the rust is almost through now. Looked at
many other Escapes of this vintage and it's a problem that's common. Ford knows about it but
is unwilling to correct the problems. And this vehicle is garaged every day. Not impressed. We
were finally able to clear the drains using plumbing drain cleaner very quickly poured through
the drain system and rinsed. We are now doing this several times a year and have not had a
recurrence of the problem. One day fix at dealer. The rear hatch leaks small amounts of water
into the rear cargo area, this has been ongoing since we purchased the vehicle. Ford replaced
seal. Warranty work". Weather stripping replaced under warranty". Roof drain hole was
plugged". Replaced under warranty". New gasket installed about a year and a half ago. Still
leaks on occasion, have been told to clean gasket regularly. Can't seem to get glass to "sit
tight" against gasket". Repaired successfully". The leak caused water to get into the door
mechanism, this leak caused the door latch to get stuck and not able to get the tailgate open.
Also read hatch window leaks. Was informed it was seal, and only way to eliminate it was to
replace the windshield". Had it checked - couldn't find a problem, but it got worse". Ford won't
do anything under warranty even though the problem started long before the warranty expired".
Took it to the dealership and they lubricated the entire front end and the sound is gone". It was
intermitant and its been 2 months the rattles and noise is gone. Dealer has always said they
couldn't find anything. Another noise are you didn't ask about is "road noise". This car has allot
of it! Sometimes opening and re closing doors stops this for a bit". Went to dealer, who said
they could find nothing wrong. Dealer said the compressor was shot, replaced it". Does not
function properly". Mechanic refilled with dyed freon to trace leak. Leak was from compressor
so had to replace entire thing. Air would come on cold and then turn hot. If dial shut off it would
work a bit and then do the same thing again. It really started getting better after 8 times to the
dealership It was fixed by outside mechanic". Entire AC system must be replaced". I t will start
cool and then after a while, only warm air". I was told that it is due to circuit board corrosion. It
is a common issue with this model but Ford will not recall". The dialfor heat and air condition
would only work on 2 of the numbers and would switch from air condioner to heat. This is a
common problem and poor design. Blower would only operate in the two high speed positions.
Corrosion causes the printed circuit board to fail. The problem began last summer with Position

1 first, then Position 2 went out about 4 weeks later. The problem does not involve fuses. Still
unresolved. Needed to have resistor s replaced". Very little air comes through on the floor, but
okay on the top. Had it in a few years back but the dealer saId it was okay. I love my Escape but
the this has always bothered me". It can be adjusted, but it's like it gets used to that adjustment
and you have to turn it up to get same air pressure from the fan". The medium and low fan
speeds wouldn't work. I was told by the person who repaired it that Fords in general and
Escapes in particular experience this often. Blower motor has been replaced three times. Yikes,
expensive but need air cond. Multiple leaks and failures in system. Repair involved replacing
more than just the blower". The complete dashboard needed to be removed to replace it". Took
to dealership. They refilled with freon, but didn't check for leaks". Need to have it recharged
about once a year. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Had to replace it". There was a shorting problem with the screen". Has
degraded over the past three years. Most noticeable after SYNC was "upgraded"". The person
receiving my call reports that the volume is very low. Sounds like I'm millions of miles away. I
paid for several software updates. Problem would go away for a little while, then reappear. I
never had any speakers fail in all the other vehicles I have owned. This is supposed to be a
deluxe audio system. It was replaced under the manufacturer's extended service contract. This
speaker has had to be replaced twice before in the almost 7 years of ownership. Covered by
warranty for both". First with scratchy, intermittent audio then no sound at all. Required parts to
be ordered and spend multiple days in the shop to fix, but was covered under warranty". Left
speaker's bass is blown too". Sometimes clicking the button several times would activate it,
sometimes it wouldn't and I would just have to wait and keep trying". When this happens, she
does not respond to voice commands very well and mis-understands our commands. Even with
the car parked and no engine or interior fan run". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Why SYNC
has never worked, why the rear wiper doesn't work Couldn't diagnose the problem until I
smelled the wheels while it was happening and pinpointed the problem wheel. Mechanic
couldn't find anything on visual inspection but replaced brake and that has fixed the problem.
Finding a replacement caliper was very difficult. I have a Camry with miles and the original
brakes so its not driving habits, It's poor brakes. Maybe if Ford had only paid Mulolly 20,,
instead of 22,, I have put a lot of miles on the car in a short period of time". I was surprised in
that I had no warning. Rotors had to be replaced. Previous vehicles I have owned gave me
warning and probably went 50, miles plus before replacing rotors. Had not been turned. But still
worked properly. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. We were able to
determine that the hinges had rusted through due to a sunroof drain leak. However, it did not
open enough in careful driving to activate the liftgate open message. It was replaced under an
extended manufacturer's service contract. It was semi broken and when I took to dealer, it
seemed to work. It finally broke on the 3rd year and 1 month Lost a lot of money replacing it".
Intermittent, so dealer will not fix Ford will not pay for it if it works when they replace it.
Scheduled repair twice only to have it work when I arrived. Solenoid had to be replaced". Do not
think related to bracket hinge failure since that occured at 4. Replaced the hinge, now the other
hinge is failing and I need to replace it as well". Also allowed water to enter lower part of hatch
leading to excessive rusting. The steering problem occurred in in an electric assisted steering
column on this vehicle. Intermittent failure of the power steering made it dangerous to drive.
Also the mechanic told the part was on recall in years prior but not in the Ford would not
compensate since the work had not been done by a Ford dealer. It was rusting and chipping the
paint. I brought it to a repair shop and they repaired and repainted the damaged area. Had to
have the hinge replaced. The gate itself was ok". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Occasionally will experience a second delay after shifting into Drive before
transmission actually kicks in". Dealer could not catch any codes. I told dealer to flush tranny
and they said it was not due. I insisted and after fluid change problems cleared up. I suspect
this tranny will not go for a long life without a rebuild. That dealer r". Tech support from Ford
does indicate how to repair at this time". This happened twice". Dealer tried to suggest it was
my fault and charge me for the repair until the mechanic blurted out that it actually was a
manufacturing error and required an easy fix to the computer". Had to dealer they
reprogrammed computer module but said it is a problem ford is working on. Still does it
occasionally". Took it to a mechanic who replaced a valve twice but it still leaked. Took it to
dealership who said you had to use a special tool for the valve. Had to take the car in and wait
on parts which resulted in a week without the vehicle. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Fixed under a customer satisfaction

action. Computer was also replaced as it controls transmission shifting. Codes suggest
replacement of solenoids governing gases. The replacement mount also failed and had to be
replaced. Had to replace the oil pan at that time. More expensive than I would have thought. The
leak has returned and has not yet been resolved. They are still working on the leak. Valve
covers. Just over , not covered LH water pump pulley seal on cam leak. Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. I owned an older Ford Escape before this one so I somewhat expected it. On
my Ford Escape the joints and linkage has been replaced 3 times in miles which seems
excessive. It is a fairly costly repair. The same occurred on my previous Ford Escape. Claimed
nothing wrong after 2visits. Finally leaking shock diagnosed replaced and problem solved". On
my , it was about 3 times. I previously owned an old Ford Escape so I expected it as that was the
case with my older Escape as well. It seems to wear out sooner and more often than I would
normally expect. It turned out to be a suspension link that needed to be replaced. Wasn't
expensive, just seemed unusual". Not sure when it started. My wife used this car. Took it to the
mechanic who identified the problem. Said it was typical of Ford Escape's. He changed thr
bearing's and it had a big impact on reducing the noise inside the car. Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Had to take
to repair shop to have problem repaired. All other locks are working fine". Cant fix the rear
wiper? No Thanks. Will never buy FORD again! Am in the pro". Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Cracked around the weld. To replace it you have to replace
the resonator and muffler as one unit. Was told software had to be updated. Most SYNC
software can be updated by user, but not this one. Car was out of service for one day". It
requires an additional contract to use. Cell phones do much better job than Sync". Took 3 visits
to fix - had to replace all of the gas tank pipe from cap to tank to fix it". We replaced it after
some problems with the start. But we still experience lengthy starting cranking before the
engine comes on. The car was sluggish. Had difficulty getting over 40 mph when driving up hill.
When I pushed the car the engine made a metal on metal singing noise. But I was bumped for a
car with worse p". Dealer fixed sensors at no charge". Had it replaced at the dealership. Sensor
had to be replaced again. Part had to be ordered, dealership had my vehicle for a week". I get a
engine light that comes on. You need to insert the gas funnel into the gas tank about 50 times. I
learned this on YouTube. My mechanic sees this a lot in Fords. The noise was intermittent, but
very noticeable when made. Fixed this myself both times". Had to replace blower resister.
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. When I returned home, I took it to my mechanic. He did a LOF and found metal
fragments in the oil. Noise remained. Purchase a used engine to have installed. No problems
with replacement engine mi on replacement ". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. Then it started refusing to go into gear on the first attempt.
Finally it stopped going into gear at all and would simply race when pressing on the accelerator.
Car had no get up and go!! It went on for about a week before I could get a mechanic to look at
it. The mechanic drove it and said it was stuck in 5th gear. We discussed what to do and the
cost. Took about 2 weeks to get the new transmission in and put in my car. Both transmission
and computer were replaced because computer controls transmission which was locked in
second gear. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. My mechanic said the starter was broken".
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford Escape Change Vehicle. Little had changed with the
Ford Escape since The four-cylinder and V6 engines are noisy. All three versions we tested had
an unsettled ride and notable noise. Interior fit and finish is improved but remains lackluster.
Virtues include interior spaciousness, easy access, and good visibility. Improved braking
performance helps as well. A rear-view camera was made optional for There are 2 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability

history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Covered under warranty" Robert C. Tech told me to try to fight for it I lost"
Carol Y. As noted on rear hatch it was also corroded on inside nut corroded on due to window
leak" Nicole S. Finally told that complaint was no longer valid because of warranty had expired"
William M. It was quite early and repaired" Anonymous, Ford Escape Limited 2. Huge
disappointment" P T. Roof drain hole was plugged" George P. Can't seem to get glass to "sit
tight" against gasket" SUSn J. Had it checked - couldn't find a problem, but it got worse"
Thomas R. Ford won't do anything under warranty even though the problem started long before
the warranty expired" Ian H. Sometimes opening and re closing doors stops this for a bit" SUSn
J. I t will start cool and then after a while, only warm air" Keith S. Needed to have resistor s
replaced" Delbert S. It can be adjusted, but it's like it gets used to that adjustment and you have
to turn it up to get same air pressure from the fan" Anonymous, ON Ford Escape XLT 3.
Covered by warranty for both" Robert M. Replaced under warranty" Bradford W. Required parts
to be ordered and spend multiple days in the shop to fix, but was covered under warranty"
Laura L. Sometimes clicking the button several times would activate it, sometimes it wouldn't
and I would just have to wait and keep trying" Anonymous, KY Ford Escape Limited 3. Even
with the car parked and no engine or interior fan run" Bradford W. Antilock system ABS "2 Dlrs
could not tell me why it shimmy's when pavement is wet or icy, even after I paid for new rotors. I
have put a lot of miles on the car in a short period of time" Mark R. Doors or sliding doors
"While out of town for a trip, we went to drive the vehicle and when getting in the driver's door
fell off of the vehicle. Replaced the hinge, now the other hinge is failing and I need to replace it
as well" Marc C. Rough shifting "Occasionally transmission will shift without notice going up or
downhill without notice overspeedng engine. Tech support from Ford does indicate how to
repair at this time" R L. Dealer tried to suggest it was my fault and charge me for the repair until
the mechanic blurted out that it actually was a manufacturing error and required an easy fix to
the computer" Anonymous, VA Ford Escape XLS 2. Engine computer "It was able to limp to the
dealer, but it would stall out frequently. Alignment "gets out of alignment easily resulting in tire
wear. Finally leaking shock diagnosed replaced and problem solved" Tom M. Wasn't expensive,
just seemed unusual" Mark R. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems
"Somehow the alarm was hooked to the horn and every time we start the car, every time we
went over a bump, and many other random times the horn would just honk" Anonymous, MI
Ford Escape Limited 2. Exhaust leaks "Upper exhaust pipe is leaking - just like on my other
Escape. Cell phones do much better job than Sync" David K. Emission control devices includes
EGR "Evaporative canister purge valve was stuck open and was replaced. Took 3 visits to fix had to replace all of the gas tank pipe from cap to tank to fix it" Anonymous, PA Ford Escape
Limited 2. But I was bumped for a car with worse p" Sharon R. Part had to be ordered,
dealership had my vehicle for a week" Kyle E. Differential "Rubber boot leak" Tiger S.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "Transmission began slipping 3 months ago. My mechanic
said the starter was broken" Angel H. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars.
Audi Q5. Chevrolet Equinox. Ford Escape. GMC Terrain. Honda CR-V. Hyundai Tucson. Jeep
Wrangler. Kia Sorento. Nissan Rogue. Subaru Forester. Toyota RAV4. Volkswagen Tiguan.
Volvo XC This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the
average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. A fuel leak in the presence of an ignition source increases
the risk of a fire. Read Recall Details. Ford Motor Company Ford is recalling certain model year
Ford Escape vehicles manufactured February 26, , to April 29, , and Mercury Mariner vehicles
manufactured February 25, , to December 12, On vehicles with a 3. What should you do:. Ford
will notify owners, and dealers will replace the FDM flange with one that has a redesigned fuel
supply port, free of charge. Remedy parts are currently unavailable. Interim notices were mailed
to owners on December 13, Owners will receive a second notice when remedy parts become
available. Owners may contact Ford customer service at Ford's number for this recall is 16S
Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Use of an incorrectly sized wheel
bearing can adversely affect the braking and steering of the vehicle, increasing the risk of a
crash. The Timken Company Timken is recalling certain aftermarket front wheel bearings, part
number , sold from January 22, , to May 21, , to be used as service parts on Ford Escape, Mazda
Tribute, and Mercury Mariner vehicles. The affected wheel bearings have incorrect dimensions
of a 42mm bore, 76mm outer dimension, and 39mm width, instead of a 42mm bore, 78mm outer
dimension and a 45mm width. Timken has begun notifying distributors who will offer
purchasers replacement wheel bearings, free of charge. The recall began on May 21, Owners

may contact Timken customer service at Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. A slew of innovative high-tech features make the
Ford Escape a tempting choice in the compact crossover category. But most competitors are
more appealing due to superior refinement and functionality. Nowadays, Ford is hitting more
home runs, and without any chemical augmentation, either. The Ford Escape is not exactly one
of them, however, as this long-serving platform carries on unchanged until the appearance of a
complete redesign slated for next year. That's not to say the Escape has been benched for
Despite its aged design, it remains a very popular vehicle among compact crossover
consumers. Indeed it's consistently been among the top-selling vehicles thanks to its
handsome styling, spirited performance and numerous high-tech features. Among the latter
innovations is Sync, the affordable voice-activated interface for audio features. In addition the
Escape now offers Auto Park, a Ford system that enables the Escape to identify a likely parallel
parking spot and then steer into the slot while you just tend to the gas and brake. The Ford
Escape also continues to be the only model in its class that's offered as a hybrid, which delivers
about 30 mpg in combined driving. And folding that backseat is a multistep hassle compared to
the simple flip-down design of other crossovers. But it's the Escape's brakes that have it trailing
the competition. Where most of them have four-wheel disc brakes, the Escape uses drum
brakes in the rear that simply don't have the power or resistance to fade. Provided it's fitted with
a full array of options, a Ford Escape will likely please those who desire the latest high-tech
features. Of course, we expect next year will see the redesigned Escape swinging for the
fences. The Ford Escape is a compact crossover that seats five people. The Ford Escape Hybrid
comes in base and Limited trims. Standard equipment on the XLS includes inch alloy wheels, an
integrated blind-spot mirror, MyKey parental controls, full power accessories, cruise control,
air-conditioning and a four-speaker sound system with a CD player and auxiliary audio jack. The
Sync electronics interface includes iPod interface and Bluetooth and steering-wheel audio
controls are optional. The XLT adds automatic headlights, foglamps, an auto-dimming rearview
mirror, a six-way power driver seat, steering-wheel audio controls and satellite radio. The
Leather package adds leather upholstery, heated front seats and ambient lighting. The Sport
Appearance package adds inch wheels and a variety of upgraded interior and exterior trim
pieces. A seven-speaker sound system upgrade is also available. The Limited adds different
inch wheels, chrome exterior highlights, leather upholstery, heated front seats, Sync and a
six-speaker sound system. Upgrading to the Limited Luxury package adds dual-zone automatic
climate control, rear parking sensors and a rearview camera. The Moon and Tune package adds
a sunroof and the seven-speaker sound system upgrade. Stand-alone options on the Limited
include automated parallel-parking assist, a rear-seat entertainment system and a navigation
system which includes the upgraded sound system with HD radio, digital music storage and
Sirius Travel Link with real-time traffic, weather and other information. The base Escape

Hybrid's standard features list is similar to that of the regular Escape XLT but does include a
few extras such as dual-zone automatic climate control and the Sync system. The Escape
Hybrid Limited adds chrome exterior accents, a sunroof, rear parking assist, a rearview camera
with rearview mirror-mounted display , leather upholstery, heated front seats and mirrors and
multicolor ambient lighting. As with the regular Escape, the Hybrid offers a navigation system, a
premium audio system and, on the Limited, automatic parallel-parking assist as options. All trim
levels of the non-hybrid Ford Escape can be had with either front- or all-wheel drive. A
horsepower 2. The 2. The V6 comes only with the automatic transmission. Properly equipped,
the Escape V6 can tow up to 3, pounds. In Edmunds testing, we found a V6-equipped model
delivered adequate performance, running from zero to 60 mph in 8. The Escape Hybrid features
a 2. Power is sent through a continuously variable transmission CVT that provides seamless
transitions between gas and electric modes. All-wheel-drive AWD models come with an
additional electric motor to power the rear wheels when additional acceleration or traction is
needed. In the absence of instrumented test results, we expect acceleration of the Escape
Hybrid to be comparable to the gasoline-powered base Ford Escape XLS, which reaches 60 mph
from a standstill in about 9 seconds. Antilock brakes, traction control, stability control,
front-seat side airbags and full-length curtain-type airbags are all standard on the Ford Escape.
In the government's new, more stringent crash tests introduced for which can't be compared to
previous years' tests , the Escape earned an overall rating of three stars out of five for its
protection in frontal-impact, side-impact and rollover tests. Unfortunately the Escape is
hampered by poor braking performance. From 60 mph, the last Escape we tested stopped in a
lackluster feet; that's about 30 feet longer than the average class performance. Brake fade was
also encountered, with stopping distances increasing with each run thereafter. While pleasant
to drive, the Ford Escape lacks the mechanical polish and sophistication of newer models from
Chevrolet, Honda, Kia, Subaru and Toyota. Among compact crossovers, the Escape feels the
most trucklike, and its handling limits are low. The Hybrid's extra pounds of hardware make it
even less nimble than the regular Escape. Nevertheless, the electric-assist power steering
makes parking and low-speed maneuvers easy, and the suspension is smoother over rough
pavement than older Escapes. Acceleration from all engines is adequate, though the V6 isn't as
energetic as the more powerful mills found in the Equinox and RAV4. The Escape's interior is
generally attractive, and the center stack consists of neatly grouped buttons that are designed
to work specifically with Ford's Sync system. This electronics interface connects with your cell
phone and MP3 player, allowing you to control them through voice commands. In terms of
comfort and space, though, the Escape feels its age. Up front, the seating position is too tall,
which gives the driver the feeling of hovering above the controls, and there's no telescoping
steering wheel. Cargo space stands at 29 cubic feet 28 cubes for the Hybrid behind the
second-row seats and 66 cubic feet with the second row folded down. Folding the second row is
a hassle, as the headrests must be removed and the bottom cushions tumbled forward before
the seatbacks can be flipped down, a design that ensures a flat load floor. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Escape. View Photos. Write a review See all 13
reviews. This was my first ford vehicle and probably will not be my last. I got the model because
of the big changes for the crossover model. The escape provides a nice ride and great handling.
I feel very safe driving in poor weather conditions. The interior design is great and provides
great visibility. But, I recommend the V6 model for the best driving experience. Leased the 4-cyl
Escape and took a mile trip. The four cylinder is adequate. Passing power on the highway was
pretty good. The only problem would be long steep grades. The 6 speed auto shifted smoothly.
It didn't hesitate to downshift when needed. The first leg of the trip was mostly interstate with
about miles of Ozark hills and twisties at the end. This is a great around town vehicle. I wouldn't
want to take on the Rockies, though. Read more. Read less. I got my Escape used, about 2
months ago. Its almost fully loaded, Sunroof, Premium sound, heated leather, microsoft sync.
Reliable and good gas mileage. Had this vehicle for K miles plus with no problems and great
gas mileage. Write a review. Feels old compared to rivals poor performance from rear drum
brakes non-reclining and non-sliding rear seat is difficult to fold. Vehicle overview. For , the
Ford Escape sees no changes of note. An all-new model is set to debut next year. Sign Up.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Escape. Overview Overview.
Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type All wheel drive Center limited slip differential yes
Transmission 6-speed automatic mechanical center d
65 mustang wiring diagrams
camshaft reset valve
ladder wiring diagram
ifferential yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power

Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes digital keypad power door locks yes
Power mirrors yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external
temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes.
Front leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions
Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Angle of
approach Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Wheel base Width Rear
track Sponsored cars related to the Escape. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent
suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson
strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Hybrid
Component 8 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See Escape Inventory. Sign Up. See Escape
Inventory.

